Volume 10 last edited by fables87 on 10/18/19 04:29AM. View full history. Collecting issues #60-69 of the hit series, collecting the epochal "Good Prince" storyline. Flycatcher is drawn into the spotlight as he discovers the startling truth about his own past as the Frog Prince. At the same time, he learns that the Adversary plans to destroy his foes once and for all. How can the meek Flycatcher stop this deadly foe? Font-size. Paragraph. Winner of fourteen Eisner awards. With war looming between the forces of the Adversary and the free Fables living in the mundane world, everything now depends on a humble janitor known as Flycatcher. Released from centuries of trauma-induced amnesia, Prince Ambrose (as he was known in happier times) faces a long and difficult road one that will take him through the lands of the dead and into the heart of the enemy's realm. Once there, this unassuming and unlikely hero will face his greatest and most arduous test and the future of both Fabletown and the Homelands will turn on the outcome. Colle THE GOOD PRINCE recounts one of the most moving story arcs Bill Willingham has ever produced for FABLES, not to mention one of the most epic, taking up almost a whole year to chronicle. If you're at all any fan of Flycatcher, then you're gonna soar to the moon because he becomes the central character for a good while. Volume 10 takes the already top-notch FABLES series to a new high! After the somewhat slow 7, 8, and 9, THE GOOD PRINCE really gets the plot moving again, and tells one of the absolute best stories of the series (so far). Focusing almost exclusively on Ambrose's (Flycatcher's) reaction to the loss of his family, from which he bounces back impressively, this addition to the series sort of comes out of nowhere. Fables Vol. 10: the Good Prince. (Part of the Fables Collected Editions (#10) Series and Fables + Series) by Bill Willingham and Mark Buckingham. No Customer Reviews. Collecting issues #60-69 of the hit series, collecting the epochal "Good Prince" storyline. Flycatcher is drawn into the spotlight as he discovers the startling truth about his own past as the Frog Prince. At the same time, he learns that the Adversary plans to destroy his foes once and for all. How can the meek Flycatcher stop this deadly foe?